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or twenty years, our annual of the United States for 1892 was
production will average iflóO.OOO.OOO. It
but it required $16,616,408, or
It is Quite Insufficient to Meet the cannot continue for any great length of more than 50 per cent, to satisfy the
time and principally because "the allu commercial demand of our own people
Demand.
vial deposits which are easily exhausted for the same period. Dr. Soetbeer estiare no longer tlie chief source of the mated the total demand of the earth for
An IntoiMKthiB rpur Which tho Century
world's supply." This circumstance con art, industry and hoarding at 120,000
MhkiizIiih Would Not l'rc'Hcllt to
a strong argument ' against the kilograms, which Prof. Suess thinks the
stitutes
It H HcikIith.
Century's contention and is not as it demand "is close to the figure of producclaims an indication that our future tion or has already reached it." That
Mr. C. S. Thomas requested the Cen- supply of gold will be either increased or great authority says: "The industrial
tury magazine to publish the following become certain.
Gold is distributed demand increases from year to year with
statement in justice to its readers but it much more generally in placers than in the increase of well being. We have aldeclined to do so:
lodes. It is estimated by many of our ready reached the day or approached
Tlie Century has doubtless answered leading geologists that from eight to very close to it when mining will yield
to its own satisfaction, at least, the three
s
of the world's gold supply less than industry consumes. From that
queries which preface its recent consider- has come from such deposits. A con dav forward the whole new production
ation of "The World's Supply of Cold," siderable portion of the remainder has no longer counts for monetary needs, and
and which have been the subject of so come from our silver mines, the most of from that day forward industry will
much discission during the past twenty which, as the Century declares, can no withdraw from the stack of money an
years. The appreciation in the value of longer be worked successfully. The de amount of gold increasing annually with
gold which is the equivalent of the fall posits now being devoloped in Africa are the increase of well being." The Future
in all other values as the inevitable what are called "fossil soap's" ("dilu- of Silver, Edouard Suess. p. 5:5.
consequence of silver's demonetization, vial" gold) and therefore must soon be
If 40 per cent. which is a very conwas predicted by Seyd and Wolowski in exhausted. New gold districts like Crip servative estimate represents the de1868, and reiterated by the former in his ple Creek in Colorado are occasionally mand of industry and of the arts upon
now celebrated letter to Chairman Hop discovered and old mines are now under- the annual production of gold, that sum
per ot lebruary 17, 1872. The English going
with doubtful suc must be sulitracted from our $174,000,000
Koyal commission of 1888, Mr. Giffen, cess. New methods of ore treatment are and withdrawn from our circulation.
Mr. (iosuhen, the German silver com- extracting a higher percentage of gold This leaves 104,400,000 from which our
mission, the Ilcnschell or Indian Curren contents of ore than ever before, but added coin supply must come. What
cy commission of 1898, to say nothing of this unnatural activity, while it bears per cent, of this sum is hoarded and thus
"lesser lights" all concede that these witness to the greatly enhanced value of disappears? No definite answer can be
predictions have been verilied; for there gold must end in the rapid exhaustion given to the query because so much of it
is too little gold in the world to supply of nature's stores of that metal.
As is stowed away on private account. It is
its monetary needs. I wish I could share Professor Suess of the Vienna university perfectly safe to say, however, that a sum
in the cheerful optimism which theCen has recently declared, "the present co- vastly greater than our annual produc
tury manifests for the future because of pious production of gold is bringing the tion has recently been withdrawn from
the recent increase in the world's an world essentially nearer to the moment the channels of trade and securely locked
nual production of gold, and feel when the production of gold will be en- in the vaults of four or live great nations.
that this production will increase for an tirely at an end."
Russia and Austria alone have in 1892-- 4
nidelmite time to come, so that the
Our $174,000,000, vastas it is, repre- augmented the mass of gold in their treasworld will soon have all the gold it needs sents only about 5 per cent, of the uries by $155,000,000. Germany and
and to spare. Such an assurance, I con world's stock of gold coin. Even if we France have pursued the same policy,
fess, would, if tho full production could could use it all for monetary purposes it while the Hank of England has within
be utilized for coinage, remove the most would not appreciably affect the quan- the same period added not less than
to its gold reserve. The five great
vexed anil important of all issues from tity of that which has accumulated
of
the arena
politics, and enable the through the the centuries. The annual lowers named have hoarded in their
of all
business of the world to settle upon
increase of the world's population is treasuries not less than
normal basis, unless indeed its threat estimated at 10,000,000. Were
we the gold coin of the world. For all the
ened abundance should inspire another supplied with an adequate supply benefit mankind derives from this vast
Chevalier to denounce its cheapness and of gold coin in 189:5, and could we sum it might as well be mingled with the
apical to the nations to adopt some utilize every pennyweight of our soil from whence it came. There is no
more honest and stable standard.
annual product for coinage, the accretion considerable export of gold from these
there is no substantial basis could not keep pace with the growing countries. Four of them pay silver or
for the Century's view.
needs of a growing population. The de- paper to the public creditor and keep
It is quite true that the gold yield for mand made by the arts and manufact gold for times of war. Their policy of
8!):and 180-- is unprecedented. It is ures for gold is constantly growing. It getting and hoarding gold is still in opmore than probable that for two or three absorbs not only a heavy percentage of eration, and it is safe to say that by the
years to come, the "output" will be our annual supply, but consumes vast time the estimates of the director of the
equally great. It is probable that, for quantit ies of our gold coin. The product mint for 1894 are made public, as much
1,

nine-tenth-

one-four- th

2
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gold as he announces the annual product year of fully 20 per cent, in the price of
to be will for the same time have been both wheat anil wool."
The increase of product above chroniabsorbed by industry and safely stored
cled not only illustrates the truth of the
away in Europe.
On the other hand our annual coinage proposition that every fall in the exof gold exceeds and, speaking generally change value of silver with gold stimufor the lust three or four years, has ex- lates exports (and consequently producsilver-usin- g
countries, but it
ceeded our annual product. This may re- tion) from
also
explains
why our wheat and wool
sult in part from recoinnge of light pieces,
but it is largely due to the pressure of and cotton have fallen far below the
They come in
trade and industry upon the existing cost of production.
available gold supply. If we were pro- competition for the markets of the world
ducing sullicient "so that there is neither with the products of Argentine and other
countries. It explains to us
a scarcity existing now, nor danger of one silver-usin- g
existing in the future," why is it that we the cause of decline in land values, for
coin all the gold available only to see it when land products are too cheap to be
instantly disappear in response to the profitably grown, the land is generally
ravenous demand which has liecome uni- mortgaged ami always goes begging for

versal.

a

customer.

It explains the depression

weekly republican paper, published at
Kingston. O'Connor was appointed
postmaster of Maryville by President
Arthur, being indorsed by Nick Ford,

the greenback republican congressman
(then the ninth) district.
O'Connor's family reside here and are
highly respected. The reopening of
this matter is deeply regretted by all
classes oí citizens, as to them he has been
as one dead for many years."
The foregoing was read with much astonishment by many people throughout
New Mexico yesterday.
"Capt. John l Ilyland" ha nourished
and fattened in New Mexico for a goodly
number of years without any apparent
effort of body or mind, lie married a
Kingston widow some years ago, and
since, imitating the example of the lily,
he has carefully avoided anything in the
nature of toil and all the spinning he has
done has been in the line of fairy tales
about his method of "putting down the
rebellion and preventing Old Glory from
lieing trailed in the dust." Yet he has
always worn good clothes, probably better
than Solomon ever dreamed of, and has
traveled extensively on free passes. All
these results he has achieve i while conrepublican newspapers
ducting
at Kingston and at Rincón newspapers
so ungraiiiinatical, incoherent and badly
printed that they have simply excited
the mirth of other papers and the public
generally.
lie posed chiefly as a Grand Army
man, and, having been so largely instrumental in "saving the union," he was the
petted favorite of the republican party,
holding several comfortable sinecure positions under that organization. At the
opening of the present legislature lie
bohiieu up serenely in santa re as a candidate for anything in sight, provided
the republicans were successful in their
efforts to organize either house of the
assembly, and actively olliciated as one
of the lieutenant generals on guard at
Fort Catron. Just before the publication of the dispatch quoted he faded
away like a dream and no one now
knows exactly what his postolliee address
from this

in manufactures, for our people cannot
A representative of La.ard
Freres is longer afford to procure what they canreported by the New York l'ost a few not pay for. It illustrates more eloevenings ago to have said that his linn
quently than any argument the conseobtained gold from the treasury because quences of silver's demonetization and of
it could not be obtained anywhere else. the enormous appreciation of the value
Thanks to the policy of this and previous of gold. It reminds us of the solemn
administrations, the option of receiving warning of Alfred de Rothehilds to the
gold in exchange for treasury notes has
Brussels conference; "I need hardly rebeen transferred to the creditor and our
mind you that the stock of silver in the
gold is being drained away by the millworld is estimated at some thousands of
ion. Is not this the most astounding
millions, and if this conference were to
phenomenon of the day if it indeed lte break up without arriving at
any defitrue that there is no existing scarcity of nite result, there would be a depreciagold?
tion in the value of that commodity
If gold or other money were plentiful which it would be frightful to contemami freely circulating, prices would rise. plate, and tiie result of which it would be
'No "coincident development" could pre- impossible to foretell."
There is not and there never can be
vent it. "Unman progress in the art of
living" has not added an acre to our sullicient gold in the world alone to sat
land, whose price sunk to a lower level isfy its monetary needs. There is and
than ever before. The "coincident de- there always will be "the money quesvelopments" of the twenty years preced- tion" until its solution is affected by the
ing 187Ü were proportionately as com agency of restored
so that
plete as were those of the twenty years the two metals which for centuries conwhich have just ended, but prices were tinued to do the world's financial work
far above the cost of production and land shall be reunit"d at the ancient ratio,
values were good and permanent. Tne each equally admitted to the mints; each
"coincident development of an increase indifferently received and paid for the
in the product of gold and human pro- acqiiision of commodities and' the cancelgress in the art of living" are not uni- lation of debts.
versal,
l'ut gold values have fallen
CAN THIS BE POSSIBLE?
eveywhere. The Economist of December 1, 18!)1, gives this description of affairs in the Argentine Republic: "In Is Ciipt. .lolin I. Iljinml, John O'Connor'.'
1880 a ton of Argentine unwashed wool
The New Mexican printed the followwas worth within an insignificant, frac- ing in its issue of last Wednesday which
tion of $ 100 in gold. In 18!2 it had fallen should be explained by the Uincon
to SJ287, ami it father declined last year Shaft man:
to $2U;t. Fifty per cent, in live years!
In its issue of Thursday last the St.
Still more disastrous has been the fall Louis Republic prints this special disin the value of wheat in the period under patch :
"Maryville, Mo., Jan. Hi. WhitLcigh-ty- ,
comparison. In 188!) a ton of wheat was
a live stock dealer of St. Joe, Mo.,
worth $I5!UV) gold. Last year it did not who formerly lived in Nodaway county,
fetch more than $2:1.25 gold! A fall of says when recently in New Mexico he
over (50 per cent, in the live years! Yet saw John O'Connor, the postmaster of
Maryville, who mysteriously disappeared
the production grew in the same period from here twelve
years ago. He is
from 22,8)0 tons to 1,008,000 or in round living under the assumed name of John
yland and is in the newspaper busiligures, lift y fold. At 1889 prices the l
crop of Argentine wheat, would have ness. The American Newspaper Annual shows that the only man of
name
yielded ftiü.OOO.OOO gold. To this dismal connected with a newspaperthat
in New
record must be added a further fall this Mexico is the editor of "The Shaft," a
1 1

jiin-cro-

w

is.

The records of the 12th "Wisconsin infantry, of which
General
James K. Proudlit was the lieutenant
colonel and of which Ilyland professes
to have been an ollieer, do not disclose
the name of John 1'. I lyland. The name
of John O'Connor, however, does appear
as having enlisted in said regiment at
Rising Sun, Wis., on September 22, 18til,
and mustered out. as sergeant on July 1(5,
18(1.").
Unquestionably this is the correct
name and army record of "Capt. John
1'. Ilyland.'.'
Th'e grand army people
here possess ample proof that such are the
facts and naturally are indignant at the
gross imposition practiced upon them hy
O'Connor, alias viand, whom they not
long ago honored by election as grand
vice commander of this department.
1

The Chinese residents of this city celebrated the ('hiñese new year with appropriate ceremonies last week.
There has been a heavy fall of snow in
the northern part of the territory and
some big Hoods may be expected in the
Rio Grande early next summer.
The ballot Imes had not been received
from some of the precincts when the
commissioners met last week to canvass
the returns

of

the precinct elections.
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A

Notes of Happenings
Local.

Purely

Grist of lieiidiilde riirnKrnplm Which
Should Not hit Overlooked
Ity Our Hender.

The Pacific mill above town is at work
again on ore from Pinos Altos.
The people of Lordsburg are going to
have a horse race on Washington's birth-

day.
If reports be true there will be a numof weddings in Ibis city before the
roses bloom again.

ber

The tail end of a blizzard reached this
place last Thursday and for a few hours
it was very like winter.

There are nineteen prisoners in the
county jail, the most of whom are committed on short sentences.
The members of Helen Bebekah lodge,
of this city, will give a social at the Tim-mhouse next Friday evening.
The poverty ball on Thursday evening
and the club dance on Friday evening
of last week furnished amusement for
the dancers of this city.
The Gila Farm company raised a large
crop of alfalfa last year and a number of
men have been busy for some time baling it and getting it to market.
Born, in this city, on Saturday,
January 26, 1895, to the wife of Henry
Rosenberg, a daughter. Henry hasn't
been complaining of dull times for the
past three or four days.
Present indications are that there will
be heavy shipments of cattle from this
part of the territory next spring. Buyers
are looking for stock to ship and it is
thought that cattle will command a fair
price.
The board of county commissioners
will have another meeting next Monday
to receive and act on the opinion of
of the district attorney as to the course
to be pursued in the payment of claims
against the county.
The seventeenth assessment on the
capital stock of the Manhattan Gold
Mining and Milling company has been
called by the board of directors. The
calling of assessments 8 the principal
business of the company.
The ballot box did not arrive from San
Lorenzo until after the board of county
commissions hud adjourned last week
and the precinct officers of that precinct
will not get their commissions until after
the next meeting of the liourd.
The first sleigh ride of the season was
enjoyed by some of the juvenile residents
of this city last Sunday morning.
Enough snow fell during the night before to cover the ground and an improvised sleigh was soon out on the streets.
er

JANUARY

30, 1895.

The big store room in the Silver City
National bank building is being thoroughly renovated and will be occupied
in about a month by Aaron Schutz who
will open the Bank Building Bazaar.
Some of the old residents of Arizona
predict an Indian uprising this year.
They say that there has been a growing
feeling of dissatisfaction on the San Car
los reservation for months and that the
Indians are liable to break out at any
time.
The citizens of this city held a meeting
lust Friday afternoon to discuss the
county division question. A committee
consisting of Thomas Foster, John I).
Bail and Mux Schutz was chosen to confer with a committee from Doming as to
the division question.
The members of the Georgetown
Masonic lodge and the Georgetown chapter of the Eastern Star will have a grand
public installation on Friday evening,
February 8. After the installation there
will be a grand ball and banquet. Quite
a number of people of this city have
been invited to attend.
It will not be long before Granteounty

Frank Smith, the manager of the
Mimbres River Irrigation company, expects that a number of families will be
here within the next two months to commence cultivating the land now owned
by this company. It will be remembered
that this company purchased the King
and IIowett ranches in the Mimbres
valley some time ago and now it is proposed to get the land under cultivation.
The county printing will be done this
year cheaper than it bus ever been done
before. Up to this year the printing of the
commissioners' proceedings have cost
the county on an avarage alwut ten
cents a line and the tax list about the
same but this year the Enterprise offered
to print the commissioners' proceedings
free and other printing at
s
of a cent a line and the bid was accepted
at tlm meeting of the board of county
commissioners last Wednesday. The
Enterprise gets ten cents a line for printing the proceedings of the city council
and the same rate for other printing required by the city. It begins to look as
though the newspaper combination bus
boon broken.
A gold discovery of no small importance, it is said, bus been recently mude
in the Black mountains lying west of
this place and between the Black range
mountains and the Mogollón mountains.
The discovery was mude by John B.
Petrie and others, and some very rich
gold rock is reported to have been found,
but as the claims located are yet undeveloped the extent and value is yet unknown while their promise is good. Goo.
Bitchoy who returned from a trip over
the rungo this week, located a claim in
the new gold district and brought in
some rock for
but up to dato bus
not received returns. The
rock is a rather hard carbonized iron ore
and apparently lies in deposits. Black
Punge.
three-fourth-

will be producing copper in large quantities. No oilier county in New Mexico
has such extensive copper deposits as
are to be found in this county. The big
copper mines at Sun Pedro have produced large quantities of copper but the

mines

of

this county are ahead

of

them.

The Santa Fe officials are watching
the developments at Ivanhoe and Hun-ovvery closely and it is evident that
they expect this section of Grunt county
to locóme a lurge producing district.
The tonnage from this district w as larger
than that of any oilier district in the
southed: part of the territory lust your
reaching ut limes more than l'iO tons of
ore udav shipped out by rail.
er
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" 'house Shoes

For Sale only at

C. C.
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PERSONAL

PALAVER.

Mention of People You Do and Do
Not Know.
Othor Intcrfltttiiif; Matter Which Chu He
Komi With Profit Hy All Our
Ton iiKpeoplo.
Con Sullivan was in the city lust week.

Dr. "Williams was out to Mogollón last
week.
New goods just received at Robinson's.
Frank Graham was in the city this
week.

JANUARY

oO, 1895.

Miss Rosa Munson left last Friday
morning for Stanberry, Mo., where she
will attend school.
Mrs. J. Black has reopened the Broad
way Hotel dining room where the best
zu
meals in the city can be nail.
Richard Hudson returned from Santa
Fe last Thursday. He attended the ob
sequies of the Florida county bill.
Miss Jane Trevarrow was here from
Pinos Altos last week on her way to
Mogollón to visit her sister, Mrs. Harvey.
The Eaoi.k a vear and the World Al
manac for $2. Send in your
L. A. Skolly who was at Santa Fe last
week with an eye on the county division

Fresh candies every day at Martin matter returned last Saturday.
Malier's.
A. G. Hood has moved into the Swift
Nat Hicks was in from the Mimbres residence on Bollard street which was
last week.
vacated last week by W. C. Swift.
If you want a Parlor stove go to
Mine Inspector Fleming returned
from a tour of inspection of the coal
S. 1?. Riddle was in from the Sapello mines of the territory last Friday after
last week.
noon.
Best Kansas patent Hour for sale at
The celebrated Wilson Heaters, the
iuartin .Malier s.
most economical Heating Stove manu
Adoniram Carr was up from Deming factured, can lie found only at Nelt s.
Call and see them.
last week.
D. C. Hobart, who has licen at Santa
J . C. Meader was down from the Mog
Fe several weeks as a prominent memollons last week.
ber of the third house, returned last
Pee the Cook Stoves and Ranges at
Kohinson s.

Gaton Petty was up from Deming
week on business.
It

this

Go to the Broadway Hotel for meals.
is the best plane in'the city.
20

Frank C. Roll, of Pinos Altos, was in
the city last Monday.
George Whole was
Georgetown last week.

in

town

from

Don't road vour neighbor's paper
subsorilH' for The Eaoi.k.

but

Prof, and Mrs. Decker wore here last
Saturday from Central.
Fine line of Pocket and Table Cutlery
at St. George Robinson's.
Mrs. Shipley, mother of Mrs. C. "W.
Marriott, is here on a visit.
Phillip Rach, one of the merchants of
Mogollón, was here last week.
Isaac Siggins was here last week from
his ranch this side of the Mogol Ions.
Henry Carter came in last week from
the I'rooktnan ranch on the Mimbres.
Ruy your dailies, weeklies, periodicals
and magazines at Nolan's News Depot.
Collector Laird has gone to Santa Fe
for a few days. He has an eye on county division.
Dr. W. II. White went to Doming last
Friday. He expects to be gone about

C. F. Grayson returned from Santa Fe
He was one of the
last Thursday.
members of the committee sent by the
citizens of this place to oppose the passage of the Florida county bill.
Send in your subscription to The
Eaoi.k ami get the World Almanac free.
See our offer on another page.
Hon. D. P. Carr, arrived from Santa
Fe last Saturday afternoon and returned
on Monday morning. He took advant
age of the adjournment of the house on
Friday to come down and have a talk
with his constituents.
We can give you inside prices on all
publications, ('all and leave your subscriptions. Nolans, opposite postollice.
Subscribers to The Eaoi.k can get the
World Almanac free by paying a year's
subscription in advance. Road the advertisement on another page.
Robert Black, one of the members of
the board of regents of the agricultural
college, left on Sunday morning for
Aztec whore a branch agricultural station is being constructed and of which
Mr. Black is the superintendent of construction.
For Ruin Khiii'Ii.

Ranch of 80 acres, patented and on
record, 50 acres tillable, 20 under cultivation, well water, houses and corral and
Good govall but 5 acres under fence.
ernment' land on three sides. Price
$1)00.
Inquire at Eaoi.k ollice.
Gustav Worinser, one of the leading
Postollice Inspector Frederic was here
business men of Doming, came up last yesterday. This is his first visit here
Sunday afternoon and returned Monday since 188!).
morning.
The civil service commission will hold
Library Lamps, Banquet Lamps and a an examination at Albuquerque on the
large variety of Plain and Ornamental
10th of April and at El Paso on the 12th
Lamps, at lower prices than can be of
April. These will be the only civil
found elsewhere, at Nel'f's.
service examination held in this section
I have the exclusive sale of George during the first half of this year.
Kindel's Comforters, equal to Down and
Born, in L;w Vegas, on Monday, Janat one half the cost. Size six bv seven uary 21, 18!.), to the wife of Charles G.
feet.
Price reduced to t'. each for a Leilcham, formerly of this city, a
O. C. Hix.max.
short time only.

SPEED

&

LINK,

Proprietors of the

'

41
Ni

two weeks.

is

&2&m

y EAT"
ARKET

Will constantly keep on hand the choicest

Beef, Pork and Mutton.

Bring your job work to Tim Eaoi.k of- ht'o. It will liodone neatly, promptly and

at reasonable rates.
P. U. Smith came no from Domini? hist Also
Sunday afternoon to talk over iho divi
sion matter.

m

Oysters, Fish and Game in Season.
a full

line of FRUIT.

nULLARD ST.,

We solicit your patronage.

SIH'RR CITY,

.V.-.V-
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On the FIRST OF
MARCH

I

will move my

Stock to the store next
door to the Silver City

National Bank formerly
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the Postoffice.
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I invite my OLD CUSTOMERS
1ST

and the PUBLIC GENERALLY to
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call and convince themselves that

iS?

this will he the hest place in
Grant County to purchase goods.

is?
V

is?

AARON SCHUTZ.
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IT
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tn l.p tinrmltin,!
ni, uiereiore, see territoryj omdit.
O - vv
iiuui,v,u tu VUIU
how absolutely necessary it is, unless we
on
the
question of statehood.
(lCSIrp- Mint" th nnn.t.
win in mmm null flor SIX
The Governor Sends in His First months
that the county ollicials should A bill has been introduced providing
go without their pay and the prisoners for the abolishment of the
Veto.
territorial
in our jails be turned loose for want of board of equalization
and it is by no
means
to
feed
them, that the taxes be means improbable
The Florida County Hill Ik one of
that the bill win
n
mnfosl til
the pet
vwiilkiu
uiiutí
Leading Tonlrg of Convention at
"pass.
The
effect
of
this
act, which I herewith
the .Capital.
return unapproved.would be to delay for
The insurance companies are making a
six months the collection of this much determined fight on the
Hinkle bill
11 .
t nri
n.. hub .
inf '"K
The Pino bill which provided that iietMieo
....
;
uie con which provides for an insurance comdition of county affairs mustnine
remain as missioner
tne time lor the payment of taxes of any they are; our
for the territory. The bill is
criminals
untried,
description now due and unpaid is here- and all the machinery remain
of justice at a similar to the laws in force in some of
by extended until the first day of July, stand still.
the eastern states and would tend to the
A. D. 1895, and upon all
I can not believe that it was the inten- protection of
such taxes
the people of the territory
which may be paid on or before said tion of your honorable liodv to bring who have
transactions
with the inabout
this condition of
first day of July, 1895, no interest
thus surance
shall doing a great injury to theaffairs,
companies, but the companies
people
you
be charged or collected, but this
shall represent; but rather that the act was have gone to considerable expense in the
be considered as relieving the taxpayer OaSSed lv vnn Mllmi.f r. f.,ll i
i i
employment of attorneys to assist in !,..
K'"
ofitseffJcC
from the payment of any costs
exor
defeat of the bill. It. Will nrnlmlJir
Again, under the law, it is the duty of
penses which may have accrued, in conbe defeated even if it requires
the
nection with said taxes, on account of the collectors to advertise the delinquent free use of
taxes on or bfffirn M.t iUf i,...
money among the legislators
the
thereof, prior to the of each year. Jiy this proposed act,
the to bring this result about. The insur
(late ot the passage of this act," has been taxes would not become due
until the ance companies do not want the bill
vetoed by the governor. The veto mes- ...mv lUMowing, and, therefore, there
passed and their attorneys know how to
sage gives excellent reasons why the bill would be no law in existence by which
the col lectors could force the collection
should not become a law. It is as fol- of the delinquent taxes
until March in
The committee of Un lnr
aÚQn..:ot;i,n
lows :
'
the tol lowing year.
which
had in charge the work of formuI respectfully return to the
I
call
your attention to the very serihouse II. II
lating a code of practice for the territory
o.20 emit led "A n act for t he rel ief of tax- ous defect in this bill hoping
and believpayers, yours being (lie house in which ing that after due consideration you will Was in Session lust U'm.lr
v ,v nn.l
inivi tl,
uiu l....:i..
iirginiu- it originated, unapproved, believing thai not allow it to become a law.
ture will soon have the
the same was passed without your honRepresentative Ourr. j f (írm.f ;., ..... sideration. Most of the attorney in th
orable body being fully informed of its
..'Mu, io
territory favor the adontirm nf o ,..!.,
to be a little less entlinamut!,.
Ulul "1""' me nuances ot the various counties in this territory.
but there are some who still cling to the
ne was at uie K'iTinn nir nf fi,
i!y an act of the last legislature it was At the opening of
the legislature he was opinion that the common law practice ia
provided, with reference to the payment ......d i..... .i. i
.ni uiuii nun ne would be able to secure preferable. That a code will be adopted
ot taxes that "on the 1st day of
January the passage
of quite a number of bills there seems to be very little doubt.
ot each year one-haof the unpaid taxes
tor the year last passed, and on the
which
he
had
W. E. Dame's capítol rebuilding bill
prepared, among them
1st
day ot J uly eaeh year, the remaining wing an
was passed by a practically
elaborately
prepared
election
one-ha- lt
unanimous
ot the unpaid taxes for the year bill
which would undoubted!
vote in the house with a f..w ,i;i,t
last passed, shall become delinquent"."
' i ll
v
rim object of that law was to relieve ngieut improvement on the present elec amendments in addition to the reduction
the burden of the taxpayer by deferring
kvh. me mu was introduced on the of the amount to be expended in
restoring
the day of payment
óf bis taxes' lUth lost, and made Í17
t'
printed pages the building from $100,000 to $75,000.
mrsix months the theory being that it was reierred to
All of the members of the house
the in c arv
lllxl'H U'Viea- were sullicient to pay
from
j
tee and last Wednesday afternoon
...v
that the southern part of the territory voted
mot ui me county and territory
tor the entire year, and that the public cuiiinmiee reported adversely on
the bill for the bill, Martinez, of Ab.
o,i i..
service would not be injured by the and it was tabled indefinitely.
The
same tlilla, of Guadalupe, being the only ones
delay. Experience has shown Unit this
oo voted against the bill.
was a mistake, and the county finances committee reported Mr. C'arr's bill in re
lation to the registration nf
have greatly suffered as a result of
...i
The bill provides that the governor
this
delay; but. the act which I herewith re- versely and its consideration was indefi may appoint
five rmit,iii,
turn is still more radical, and if it be- nitely postponed. This bill
'i""'.v, ui.rim ui..t
provided for the territory who shall
comes a law will work great injury to
consitute a capípersonal registration of voters and tol rebuilding
t he various counties
board and which shall
throughout the 'ter- ..til...
.
ritory. I have already called the atten- ui uw same nine, nrnvn u, f,,. u n,w.u have authority to rebuild
tion of your honorable body to the finan- erable reduction in the expense of regis the
capítol building on the foundation of
cial condition of the counties. There is
tration.
the old structure which was
scarcely a jail in the territory that is not
destroyed
ur. i. arr not another run m.r. ti.., ly lire. The bill contemplates
today crowded with
charge.)
that the
with the commission of crimes, who-arknuckles when the committee on mint;,. lmilding shall
n
held there for trial, for no other reason reported his bill for
the prevention of tially the same plan as the old building
than that there are no means' available
lighting and glove contests adversc- - and provides for the issilí nuil uoln
ie
l"r the purpose' of holding courts, and pi
I..
IT.
175,000 in bonds of the territory for
this condition mint continue until funds v. uesnoKein tavor of t u. I, III
the
after
a very short discussion its n,. num purpose of rebuilding
minen mr tins purpose. Nearly
and
refurnishing
all the .county treasuries are empty-ther- eration was
postponed indefinitely. Mr. the capitol. The board is required
to
are no. funds to pay the county
C'arr is one of the most active
members use all material on the ground at the
tor the performance of their
duties; the justices of the peace for of the lower house, but he hasaboutcon-clude- d ruins of the capitol which muv 1.,.
I ne
that N'ew Mexico is not quite ripe suitable for the
examination and commitment, of
i,v.. Vi H IV
prisoners; for the repairing of roads; in for reforms on the lines
which he building and to utilize the bib.r ,.f n,Q
tact, there are no funds for any purpose,
had proposed. He is still a firm friend convicts in the penitentiary
not even a dollar in some of tlie
so fur- ,.u
counties of statehood
to pay tor the prisoners
notwithstanding the atti- possible in order to red Ill'O t)t HIM.!..,..,.
thataredetained
in the jails waiting trial, and this con- tude of a majority of the republicans in of the rebuilding of
the capitol.
dition must remain until the taxes are the legislature on this
question,
and
he
It
believed
is
that the build inir mm luí
collected and paid into the treasury by
is of the opinion that the
people of the restored for the proceeds of
the sale of
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$75,000 in bonds which are provided
for in the hill.
The Grant county division matter was
well advanced and there were a number
of the members of the legislature who
were committed to the Hadley bill previous to the arrival of a delegation from
Silver City at the beginning of last week,
but it did not take long to convince
the members of the committee on count-.ie- s
and county lines of the injustice of
the measure as proposed, and even the
advocates of the Florida county bill were
willing to drop the Hadley bill. Unlike
all former attempts to divide the county

JANUARY
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mittee on counties and county linea and
will certainly pass the house as a motion
to postpone the bill indefinitely was
lost by a vote of 14 to 7, which shows
that the bill has supporters enough to
pass it. Some of the Deming people
would rather have a new county than
become a part of Dona Ana county but
without the votes of the members from
the southern counties there can be nothing done and most of these members will
not vote for a new county. Dona Ana
county will gain a strip of territory 12
miles wide by about 60 miles long and
with it about HO miles of railroad. In
addition to this it will get all of the projected railroad from Deming into Mexico
that lies north of the Mexican line. It
would be a valuable acquisition for Dona
Ana county.
Injunction proceedings
wero commenced last Friday for the purpose of
restraining the territorial auditor from
auditing the certificates of employes of
the legislature and the territorial treasurer from paying the the warrants. The
complainant is a republican from Las
Vegas
and the attorney in the
case is John
It. McFie, of Las
Cruces.
Republican legislatures in former years employed and paid small
armies of assistants, but now, since the
legislature is democratic in both
branches and the employes are democrats the republicans have suddenly
economical.
While it is true that
there is no necessity for the employment
of more than a dozen clerks in addition
to those provided by the government, it
has been the practice for legislatures to
employ from (i0 to 70 additional clerks.
The bill providing for the extention of
the time for the payment of taxes until
the first of July was passed in the house
over the veto of the governor with only
two dissenting votes.

Grant, a spirit of fairness has been
manifested this time and it is thought
that some agreement may be arrived at.
The principal stumbling block in the
way appears to "be the railroad property
nearly all of which has been included in
the portion to be cut off of Grant county
in all of the bills which have been proposed up to the time of the virtual killing of the Hadley bill. The point which
the Grant county people are contending
is that while the individual taxpayers of
Grant county would pay more than
ninety per cent, of the running expenses
of Grant county should the county be
divided on the lines proposed in the
Hadley bill, the individual taxpayers of
Florida county would not pay niore
than half of the expenses of running the
county of Florida and the railroads
would pay the rest. This would put
double the burden on the individual
taxpayers of Grant county that would
C'olchlH Company Suit.
be on the individual taxpayers of Florida
The Colchis Mining company which
county and that is just where the rub started to build a mill below this city
comes in.
some years ago, but which discontinued
A happy solution of the county divithe work for want of funds, has comsion question was thought of by A. L. menced
a suit to recover a large sum of
Christy, representative from Dona Ana money as will be seen by the following
county, who introduced a bill in the press dispatch which was sent out last
house to define the boundary of Grant week :
county. The bill provides for the addiPortland, Me., Jan. 25. The suit
tion of a strip twelve miles in width on of the Colchis Mining company of
the eastern boundary of Grant county to New Mexico, a corporation formed under
Dona Ana county. This would sever the laws of this state, against Herbert
Deming from Grant county ami make Parsons, of New York, late of the firm
it a part, of the county of Pona Ana so of Smith & Pars ins, brokers of that city,
that instead of having to come to Silver to recover $20,000, was begun in the suCity to court, the residents of Doming preme court here
It is charged
could go down to Las Cruces and while that Parsons, while "treasurer of the
hours strolling company, sold stock to the value of
away their leisure
thought the vineyards and alfalfa fields $2.'t,(i55, paying to the corporation $3,200,
along the Uio Grande.
while he used the balance for his own
Representative Christy was strongly purposes. The defendant asserts that
opposed to the creation of Florida county the money was taken by his partner,
for the reason that it would have taken Colonel P. U. Smith, who is now supa portion of Dona Ana county, but he posed to be in New Mexico.
contends that the new bill will suit
The first Sunday school concert of the
everybody. The principal reason urged
bv the Deming people for the formation Methodist Episcopal church for the year
of a new county was that the people of 180") will be given at the church, next
Silver City opposed all of their plans and Sunday evening, Feb. lid., under the dithey wanted to get out of the county so rection of Hev. and Mrs. Fitch. The
that they could not be interfered with programme will embrace, in addition to
by the Silver City folks. This bill gives the devotional exercises conducted by
them the opportunity they have been the pastor, good music by the orchestra
seeking and without the additional ex- and choir, and interesting exercises by
pense of creating a new county and be- members of the Sunday school. Adsides it will not be opposed by any of the mission free, bul; a special collection
members of the legislature of either of will be taken for the benefit of the Sunday school. All are cordially invited.
the counties.
The bill has been referred to the com Doors open at 7, concert boffin at 7
of

y.
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Settled by Arbitration.

x

For some time past the owners of the
Texas mine at Central have been trying
to settle some differenences which came
up concerning a bond and lease on the
mine. The mine is owned by F. J. Wis-sel- l,
A. Corn and A. C. Markley. Wis-se- ll
made arrangment to sell the mine
for $12,000 and had a verbal agreement
as to the amount which should be paid
Capt. Markley, but when the sale was
about to be consummated, Capt. Mark-le- y
demanded a larger amount.
The case was submitted to arbitrators
by agreement and Wissell claimed $5,000
damages, besides other small amounts.
The hearing of the case occupied about a
month and it was finally decided last
week.
The arbitrators, II. J. Hutchinson, Ed. Moulton and G. W Helde, decided that the agreement was insufficient
and therefore void, thus disposing of the
claim for $5,000 damages, the principal
point in the case. John M. Ginn, of
this city, was attorney for Wissell
and J. Crocket Givens, of Central, who
was Wissell's agent, assisted in the case.
John J. Boll, of this city, was attorney
for Capt. Markley.
()))(HC(I to Division.

The most important measure yet introduced in the present legislature and
which affects Dona Ana county, is
the bill creating Florida county, and almost every prominent gentleman of the
Mesilla valley, irrespective of party feeling, is dead set against the bill. It is
claimed that should the legislature create
Florida county although this scheme
has been up and attempted and defeated
in previous legislatures, when Messrs.
Lindauer, Whitehill, Hudson and others
were moving spirits it would take away
from this county about a million and a
half dollars worth of taxable pioperty,
which, in its present financial condition,
Dona Ana could ill afford to allow or
quietly sit by and submit to. It is openly declared here, in very strong language,
wherein some of the promoters are referred to as unscruulous schemers, that
a few of Deming's real estate owners are
alone agitating the enactment of the bill,
with personal ends in view, and for one
principal reason that of having the land
ollice removed from Las Cruces to Deming, which town is named as the capital
of the proposed county. Las Cruces

Correspondence Albuquerque Citizen.

Postmaster Skelly is a great admirer
of U. P. Bland; so much so that he has
named his youngest son Bland Easley
Skelly.
A limited number of tickets only will
be sold by Helen liebekah lodge for their
social Friday evening, and the price for
tickets, we understand, will be 25 cents
each.
Bishop Kendrick, who is expected to
arrive here this afternoon, will, on Sun-cla- y
morning, ordain Prof. George Selby
as a deacon in the Episcopal church.
The ordination sermon will lie preached
by Hev. Edward S. Cross. The bishop
will probably preach in the evening.
All are cordially invited to these services.

Clark ltoilgers, who has been selling
fruit trees of all kinds for three or four
years past, contemplates starting a
nursery on a large scale. His trees have
given the best of satisfaction and bis
nursery business has grown steadily.
Mr. Kodgers thinks that, owing to the
moist condition of the ground, this will
bo n rnnd year to nlnnt troos.
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the present congress Chicago. The bill ought to pass by all
the bill appropriating $25,000 for im means. Denting will get out of Grant
provements at Fort Logan. The post
should have, he says, two more troops of county, as it ha3 wished to do for years,
Published every Wednesday Morning by cavalry and a
battery of artillery. The Dona Ana county will get an addition to
money would be used to build their its taxable property and the residents of
A. J. LOOMIS.
quarters. There is a general determinarant county will not be offended in the
Entered lit the postónico at Sliver C'lty,
N. M.. (or transmission through the mails at tion on the part of the authorities at least.
This happy solution of the ques
Washington, he says, to break up small
second class rates.
posts and concentrate the troops at the tion ought to have been thought of be
Office on Yankie Street between Texas and larger
garrisons.
fore.
Arizona Streets.
Advertising Kates on Application.
It seems that the only reason advanced
by the general for the reestablishment
Tun house of representatives of the
Subscription Unte, Timlngc Prepaid:
of
a
seems to be determined to keep
post
territory
at Santa Fe is the fact that
One year
$2.00
r.oo
Six months
there
counties
in a cramped financial conthe
are
no
troops
between Fort Bliss
,50
Three months
and Fort Logan, a distance of nearly 800 dition. The governor's veto of the bill
SILVER CITY, N. M., JANUARY 80, 1WB. miles. Troops are not required at Santa extending the time for the payment of
Fe for protection against hostile Indians taxes until the first of July was utterly
Silver
59i
for there are no hostile Indians in disregarded by the members of the house
Lead
3.00
that part of the territory; they are and the bill was promptly passed by
THE TllOOPs WILL STAY.
not required there to protect the border that body over the veto. The members
Although Gen. McCook favors the re for the border is too far away to need of the lower house seem to Jie anxious to
establishment of Fort Marcy, at Santa troops there for its protection, and yet keep the jails rilled with prisoners awaitFe, and the transferring of troops from ben. McCook would transfer troops from ing trial in order to allow the taxpayers
Fort Bayard to that post, it is not likely Fort Bayard which is near the scene of the privilege of paying for their mainthat any such change will lie made this almost continual Indian depredations tenance and all under the guise of a bill
year at least. Strong efforts have heen and is near enough to the Mexican bor for the relief of the taxpayers.
made hy residents of Santa Fe to have der to be relied upon for assistance 111
The republican newspapers are cry
their uhandoned post reestablished and the case of trouble with Mexico.
considerable pressure has heen brought
11 nas neen nut a lew weeks since ing "stop thief" in the militia warrant
to bear on the president, secretary of troops were called out of Fort Bayard to matter, and trying to put the people on
war and on (en. McCook to have some look for Indians and such calls have the wrong scent, but the ruse will not
of the troops transferred from Fort Bay- been frequent ever since the establish succeed, as it is too well known that re
ard to Santa Fe. (en. McCook has rec- ment of the post and will in all proba- - publicans issued the warrants, republi
....
-- 1
.1
ommended the transfer, hut he does not i.:i:..
un íuiig us mere
iK uequeiii
are cans hold them, and republican money
unuj 1...
seem to be very confident that anything Apaches on the San Carlos reservation. bought the hats for the former legislawill lie done for the present. He has! The
ture. No fraudulent militia warrants
just returned to Denver from the east miss the band concerts on the plaza will be paid by a democratic legislature,
and the following from the Rocky since the troops were removed from that besides Governor Thornton is looking
Mountain News will give an idea of his place and the fact that the music lovers out for the people, and, in guarding
views on the matter:
of that ancient burg have lieen deprived their interests, will make free use of the
Major Genera McCook reached Den- ot one the principal amusements to veto power, if it should become necesver yesterday from his eastern trip, looksary. Advertiser.
which they have been accustomed
ing splendidly robust despite the fact
that the weather was of the worst ami on deeply regretted by the residents of this
Tiik fellow who writes the editorials
only t hree days during his entire absence part of the territory, but the miners and
was the sun visible.' The general and stockmen down here are not vet so deep for the Albuquerque Democrat is an
narty visited Dayton, Steuben vil le, l'itts-iiur- ly moved with pity us to
be willing to amusing chap. Not long ago he said
Washington and New York and
that Florida county ought to lie created
were the recipients of a great deal of have the troops removed from Fort Bay
am,
hospitality. Speaking of the bill intro
leaving them without protection so that the residents of Deming would
duced tor an appropriation to
against Indian raids, simply in order not have to travel hundreds of miles to
a post at Fort Marcy, General Mcthat the maids and matrons of Santa Fe the county seat. After he had been inCook last night said :
formed that the distance is only 48 miles
"I dont know if they will get the ap- may promenade in the plaza to the he
attempted to justify his course by
propriation this year.' I should like to music furnished by the military band
see Fort Marcy reoccupied. It would
The secre.nry of war evidently has an saying tl.at it would amount to hundreds
take nothing away from Fort Logan. idea
that the troops are employed and of miles ii one went often enough. Xo
There is only room for, headquarters and
doubt be has traveled hundreds of miles
two companies and thev would probably paid by the government rather for the
come from Fort Bayard. Santa Fe, with protection of the lives and pnnierty of from the Democrat ollice to Zeiger's and
the exception of a few months, has been the people than to furnish music for the the two places are only a few blocks
occupied by a garrison for the past .'100
edification and entertainment of people
years. From the time we took possession
in 184(i, it. has licen a military station. in Santa Fe who need some assistance in
It was the department headquarters getting rid of the time which hangs Tiik people of Deming are already
when New Mexico was a department. heavily on their hands. Troops are being persecuted by one of the papers of
There are now no troops between El needed
at Fort Bayard and the com Dona Ana county of which the windy
Baso and Fort Logan, nearly 800 miles.
city will soon be a part in accordance
Military reasons for wishing Fort Marcy pames now mere win prohaiilv remain
with the provisions of the Christy bill.
reoccupied are to break up this gap. ft
The last issue of the Bio Grande Repubis a long stretch in this western country
Lki'Iikskxtativu Christy is anxious to
to be without United States troops. The
lican contains this insinuation:
troops at Santa Fe were available during absolve the residents of Deming from
Strictly speaking the Ixiundaries of
the recent mil war insurrection and thev the bonds which bind them to Silver this proposed new county are as follows:
moved to Baton promptly and broke up City and has genorously offered to lake Bounded on the
north by the stock-yard- s,
me congestion mere.
on the west by Paschal R.Sniilh's
them under the protecting wing of Dona
Gen McCook thinks that Santa Fe is
ship canal and reservoir, on the east by
certain to become a great educational Ana county where the grasping obstruc- Topcka, Kansas, for the purpose of taxtionists of Silver City cannot oppose ation and on the south by the city of
center.
The general speaks rather doubtfully their plans for making Deming a second Mexico for voting purposes.
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Tiikre seems to be but very lit tle doubt
will be in Dona Ana
county within the next fsixty days. The
Christy bill which provides for the addition of a strip twelve miles wide along
the eastern boundary of Grant county to
Dona Ana county will have the support
of the members from Dona Ana, Grant,
Sierra and in fact all the southern counties with perhaps the exception of Socorro. There will be practically no opposition to the bill.

but that Doming
'
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As the winter advances it becomes
more and more apparent that the people
of New Mexico will have to wait a few
years more for statehood. That repub
lican majority last fall is what did the

Last Saturday's gold shipments surpassed all previous records and the shipments for this month have been far in
excess of the average January shipments
for years. The repeal of the Sherman
law did not stop gold shipments as wan
predicted by the gold bugs. They were
wrong then as has leen demonstrated
by subsequent events, and tliey are
wrong now.
The free and unlimited
coinage of silver is what we want.

business.
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The Bostonese are beginning to con
sider the question of bimetallism. They
have discovered that the free and unlimited coinage of silver is an issue and in
the course of time they may have some
ideas on the subject.

Last year Grant county paid $7 a
The expense of feeding prisoners in
the county jail is about $6.75 a day thousand for letter heads, but it will get
under the law now in effect. The cost them now for $1.75. This is something
to the county for feeding the same of a change.
number under the old law was $15 a
The Albuquerque Democrat regrets
day. Hie dmcrencc will amount to
exceedingly that Postmaster Skelly went
quite a sum by the end of the year.
to Santa Fe on the county division question and doesn't want him to dabble in
Tub Albuquerque Citizen is very
politics. Mr. Skelly was sent to Santa
much exercised over the fact that the
Febya meeting of the representative
representatives of Bernalillo countv
citizens of Silver City, republicans and
voted for the bill providing for the redemocrats alike, and the meeting was
building of the capítol at Santa Fe.
presided over by a prominent republican.
The Citizen ought to have coached them There are no politics in
the county divibefore they went to Santa Fe.
sion matter.
Every person
sending $2.00 to
inscription will be presented with a copy of

FREE TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS.

Tub Albuquerque Democrat says that
there are thousands of taxpayers in New The Eaoi.e for a year's
Mexico who would be benefitted by an the World Almanac.
extension of the time for the payment of
delinquent taxes. If keeping the jails
full of prisoners awaiting trial because
there are no funds with which to carry
on the courts and obliging the taxpayers
to pay for their sustenance is benefitting
the taxpayers it is an odd way of doing
it.
The per capita indebtedness of this
county is about $0 and the interest
charge is about $1.80 for every resident
of the county each year. It is probable
that the current expenses of the county
this year, under the new law which
went into effect on the first of this
month, will not be more than the
amount paid in interest on the debt.

In view of the injunction proceedings
which were brought to test the question
as to whether lio legislature had the
right to employ additional clerks, the
employes of the two houses lost no time
in getting their certificates cashed last
week. The first raid on the territorial
treasury by these employes relieved it of
about $15,000 in cash.

18 93.

The Best Reference Book Printed.
A Volume of over 500 pages
It Treats 1,400 topics
Endorsed by STATESMEN,
EDUCATORS and

STUDENTS everywhere.

Has Reached Such a State of Per
fectlon That it is a Veritable
Encyclopedia of Facts, Statistics and Events Brought Down
to January First, 1895.

THE

1895 volume is a whole library
itself.
One can hardly think

of a question it cannot

answer.

It tells

all about party platforms, election statistics, the new tariiT, religions of the

earth, population everywhere, state and
government statistics, occupations of
men, foreign matters, literature, science
It is . . .
and education.

I

week there were more than
in gold withdrawn from the
United States t reasury . A loss of $2,000-00- 0
a day will soon necessitate another
bond issue.

THE

AND IHOYCLOPEBIA FOE

GitANT county has a bonded indebtedness of $218,:)00 and a lloating indebtedness of over $H0,000, making the total
indebtedness of the county a round
quarter of a million dollars. Not many
of the taxpayers of the county are in
favor of raising the rate of taxation and
for this reason they are opposed to the
division of the county.

Last

HO,

AMERICA'S STANDARD YEAR BOOK.

PRICE,

postpaid by mail,

-

25 CENTS.

Address THE WORLD, New York City.
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grounds as the document was of republi- does not become a law within five weeks,
and there is very little probability that
can origin.
it will, Mew Mexico will remain a terri
of
the tory for three years more at least.
J. Francisco Chaves, president
New Mexico Has Sought Admission
1JKMOUKAT.
convention, closed an eloquent address
to the Union.
in favor of the adoption of the constituSPECIAL MASTER'S SALE.
tion as follows : "The people in none of
Some Tnturntitiiig Facts in Reference to
in the WHEREAS, BY A CERTAINof DECREE.
existed
which
the
have
territories
Adiuls-Hioll
the Third
miulu lv thu District Court
the Attempts to Secure the
United States, have ever declined or re- Judicial District of the Territory of New
of New Mexico.
In and for thu County of Grant, the
fused to take upon themselves the vest- Mexico
ünd day of October A. D. Mil, In that certain
cause
winch Martin luaner mm .joiiii
in
In five weeks this congress will have ments of statehood when they had an Milieu were
the complainants and William
be
Will
do
to
the
you
so.
McAllister and E. C. T. Warren were the readjourned and it is more than provable opportunity
was. among other things,
it
spondents,
that it will adjourn without having first? If you do posterity and future
judged and decreed by the said Court
In
event
the said respondents should
passed the bill providing for the admis- generations will point back at you with Unit
by the tenth day of January, lsifi fail to pay
the finger of scorn, as unworthy to lie tho soli) complainant John McMlllen the Insion of this territory into the union.
debtedness found by said decree to be duo
No territory ever had such an experi- counted of that noble people which con- lilm, being tiie sum of three hundred and
seven dollars and thirty six cents with
ence in trying to get admitted into the quered Mexico from the Indians and thirty
Interest thereon at the rate of six per cent,
union as New Mexico has had. Forty-liv- e achieved an independence from despotic per annum from thu tenth day of July,by MU;
said
tngetherwith the Inbetedncss found
years ago Governor Munroe issued a Spain, as unworthy of those Pilgrim decree to be due said complainant. Martin
Must the sum of one hundred and
proclamation calling together a constitu- fathers who fled from tyranny in England Maher.
ruto
and tounded tins greatest ot republics, tlfty dollars with Interest thereon at thetenth
tional convention, the members of which You will lie deemed unworthy of being of six per cent, per annum from said costs,
day of July, Mil; together with the
assembled in Santa Fe on the loth of called their sires. Even the savage and charges ami allowances of said suit, the said
premises hereinafter mentioned should bo
May, 18Ó0. This convention framed a barbarian fight to the death for indepen- sold
for the purpose of satisfy hut said indebtself
and
rule.
dence
edness, costs and allowances.
constitution for the proposed state of
By voting against the constitution you
And whereas, the undersigned sheriff of
New Mexico and under the constitution admit the slanders which have been pub- said county of (runt was. by said decree, appointed a special master of said Court to exean election was held and a governor, lished against you, and acquiesce in the cute
said sale of said premises In event of
falsehoods
lieutenant-governowhich have been fulminated such failure on the part of said respondents
r
representative to
said payments as aforesaid; and
niako
to
your cacongress and a state legislature were at your reputation and against Ño
whereas, said resixmdents have wholly failed
wrong In ii:iv said
pacity for self government.
Indebtedness costs, chames mill
elected. The legislature assembled in was ever righted by silent submission. allowances or
any portion thereof and the
Santa Fe on the first day of July, 18o0 No right wai ever obtained without in- time specllled In said decree wherein tho
same should be paid. Is now past,:
and elected Francis A. Cunningham and sisting upon it.
Now. therefore. I, the undersigned, so
If you possess manhood, if you prefer master, uniler and by virtue of said decree
Richard II. Weightman us senators of
in pursuance thereof, hereby give notice
prosperity to poverty and misery, if you and
'
11. il.i.r ...
.I..H.,.,.!.,
it. .......
the United States from New Mexico.
ifii I urniuij
it,.
in in:,.,;.. ii
,iij ,xf l.l.
believe yourselves capable of self irovern- - lililí
ruary A. D. M'i. at the hour of eleven o'clock
The entire machinery for the state ment, it you believe liberty is a blessing, a. in. of said day at the front door of tho
house In tiie town of Silver City, coungovernment was in readiness and it if you desire to enact your own laws, court
ty of tirant and Territory of New Mexico, I
reown
your
without
and
select
rulers,
will
sell
would have been put in motion without
at public vendue to the highest bidference to those who do not know oreare der,
cash in hand, the following descrilicd
waiting for any action on the part for yon or yours, give this constitution a real for
estate and premises situate in the counMexlcoand
of the government at Washington had it fair consideration and ratify it by vour ty of tirant and Territory of New
more particularly descrilicd as follows, to
rights!
your
gold
vote.
Insist on, demand
mill sitwit: 'flint certain Ave stamp
not been for the proclamation of the govuate on lots iiuinliered four and six in block
God
who
them
only
those
helps
help
of
ernor declaring all of the acts the
east, hi the town of
numbered twenty-livselves.
Central, according to the olliclal plat
state government null and
In spite of this appeal the constitution ami survey of said town bv Jumes T. lteed.
void. This was the first attempt on the was defeated by a majority of more than For a more particular (lescripllnu of said
premises reference is made to Book !M of
part of the people of New Mexico to ob- two to one.
Deeds at pages SIS anil "illHiraiit County RecOf the recent attempts to obtain state
ords. Deed or deeds will lie duly executed
tain statehood and, like all other athood there is no necessity for saying any and delivered by said siieclal master to the
tempts which have been made in this thingas thedetails are fresh in the minds purchaser or purchasers of said premises.
Bavi.oii Shannon.
direction since, it failed.
of all of the residents of New Mexico. A. II.
Special Master.
Haki.i.kk.
congress
is
liefore
If
now
bill
which
tiie
Since that time bills providing for the
Solicitor for Complainant.
admission of New Mexico have been introduced in nearly every congress and
enabling acts have been repeatedly
passed by one house or the other, but
the same bill has never been put through
both houses at the same session. During the time that Steve Elkins was del
egate from this territory a bill providing
for the admission of New Mexico passed
If
lxth houses, but the bill received some
minor amendments in the senate and it
was not sent to the house in time for the
amendments to be acted on at that ses
sion, and so that bill was defeated.
I he second constitutional convention
assembled in the city of Santa Fe on the
:rd of Septemlier, ISSi) and continued in
Stage Leaves Silver City at 8 a. in. every Monday, Wednesday
the city for eighteen days during which
time a constitution was drawn up. This and Friday for Mogollón and intermediate points.
constitution was amended in August
18..Ü and submitted to a vote of the peo
All passengers and express must go to Wells, Fargo it Co's. express
pie of the territory on the 7th of October, office from which place the stage starts.
18!)0. It was defeated by a vote of 10,180
to 7,.H.'l, the democrats of the territory
generally voting against it on party
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while a number of Albuquerqueans,
headed by Mariano Armijo, a member of
the school board of that city are giving
their views very forcibly to all who are
morirán Newspaper,
open to conviction and to others as well.
Chairman Tony Neis, of the Cerrillos CHARLES A.
DANA, Editor.
school board, is also in town today on
similar business. The opposition to the
hill is thus quite formidable already and
it promises to grow as the days pass by. Tim American Constitution, the Amerlciin
New Mexican.
Idea, the American Spirit. These first, last,

THE SUN.

Nonio l'resH Opinions on TIiIh School Hill.
KltAl'GHT

JANUARY

DA.VOKH.

Tiio irinkki bill, which passed the
house Friday by a vote of nineteen to
live and provides for the distribution of
the license fund among the various
school
precincts of the respective
counties, is a measure fraught with the
greatest danger to the public school system of the territoy. Common sense demands that the centers of population
should be provided adequate school facilities and while every public spirited
citizen is oidy too anxious that each precinct should have the best possible
school, it is certainly wrong to cripple
the towns and cities, where hundreds of
pupils, are accommodated, to provide
longer terms for the small precincts
where a few scholars attend. As it is
now, a vast majority of the children in
the different counties are provided with
excellent facilities, while under the new
bill a few would be benelitted to an extent and the greater number suffer the
privation. "The greatest good to the
greatest number" is a recognized principal of American government and it is
singularly appropriate to this matter.
The Headlight does not take this stand
through any desire to be sellish as to
the interests of Doming, but we believe
that the present arrangement by which
each precinct has the use of its own licenses is vastly superior to any division
which can be made. In sparsely settled
counties where all cannot be accorded
equal privileges as to public schooling,
the very bes-- , that can be done is to provide for the greatest number and this
can only be accomplished by having
long terms and comjH-tcn- t
teachers in
the cities and towns, (ientlemen of the
legislature consider well before you act.
New Mexico has a magnificent public
school system
which must not lie
weakened by injudicious legislation.
Headlight.

M'lNHI) INSTITUTION'S.

mid nil the time, forever,

The Hinkle school bill has aroused
fully, hy mull
j a year
popular indignation to a pretty high pitch
in all the cities and towns throughout I'nUy mul Sunday, hy mall
!?Su year
Ti. I
tt.n
...i - tu, Weekly
iiic I,.
iuiiuii) , ii, nas tiew - avócales out$ h year
side the legislative halls, and, if the
measure is not squelched as it was two
years ago, ey Mexico's schools will be
r.uined institutions.
The bill is de- noiinced as infamous and it is openly asserted that its purpose is to create cor- is the ureutest Sunday Newspaper
ruption funds for
counin the world.
try precincts. The people of Albuquerque pay all but 20 per cent, of the entire Price 5c. a copy. By mail, $2 a year.
taxes of r.ernalillo county, and in the
AihhcHs TIIK SI N. New York.
event of the passage of Hinkle's measure they have been advised to refrain
"
from doing so, because there seems to be
NO FI X A HOI T IT
no way to compel the country people to
pay their taxes. Albuquerque
1

The Sunday Sun

E.

SCHOOLS

WIU.

1IK

The Optic now informs the members
of the legislative council,
not by any
means in the way of a threat but as a
mere statement of matters with which
it is thoroughly conversant, that if they
shall pass the bill and the governor sign
it, at the llrst meetitng thereafter, of the
East Las Vegas school board, the public
schools of this city will be closed, the
nine teachers dismissed and the nearly
000 children sent to their homes.
This
will be a necessity, as the payment of the
teachers is dependent upon the licenses
to be collected in May. Optic.
I.KAVH TIIK

ROSENBERG,

BOOT AND SHOEMAKER.

Cl.OSKD.

I promise you faithfully. In the limit run,
you shall siive half your money, hy Imvlnif
your work neatly unit prompt Iv iloiic tosiilt
yourself, lit, K. ItOSEMIEKC'S

Silver City,

N. M.

Dissolution Notice.
VOTU'E IS IIF.ItKHV 01 VEX Til AT THE
partnership heretofore existluir hetween
i
liohert Wort hen and K. (. hiiuilrum under
the linn mime of Wort lien k I, minim, is tills
(lay dissolved hy ill ill
consent. Hnhert
Wort lien Imvinjt disposed of his interest to
Adolph Wilzcl.
All accounts due I he old
linn will lie settled hy the new lirm and nil
ihtoiiiiIs due the same will he receipted for
tiy the tlrm of l.nuilrum & Wlt.el.
11:1

IÍ. (i. I.ANllKITM.

A

Silver City,

1)111.

I'll Witzki,.

ItOHKKT WoKTHKN
'
X. M.. .Ian. 10. lsttt.
:.

FLEMING CATTLE CO.

LAW AI.OXK.

Hange

:

The council will do well to leave the
Fleming and
,SÍ vicinity.
I'HOTKsT AOA1NST A CHAXGK.
I
school laws as they are.
-- It
1'nder the
From present appearances, Mr. Hin-kle- 's present sycteai the country districts get
l'ostollice:
of the revenue raised in the
d
bill, dividing the license fund proSilver Citv,
n: m.
portionately among the precincts of the towns from licenses, and this is certaincounties, will meet very strong opposi- ly all that should be asked. Citizen.
tion in the council. All of the cities and
The
towns are being heard from, and they
CLARK- each
are
prolesting against a change,
WHITSON-LEITC- H
which, they al.ego, will cripple their
local school systems. The Sania Fe
board, Saturday night, passed resolutions
condemning the proposed law most earnestly. A delegation from Socorro, consisting of Messrs. Silas Alexander, E. L.
EL I'ASO, TEXAS,
ALiuvrEiiijri:, .v. .v.
lirowne and J. II. MeCulchcn were here
II!) Stiii Eiiiiii'ixfn Si.
'M Hnilnmil Airituc.
yesterday, impressing upon the law
makers the inadvisability of such a step.
From Las Vegas, Hon. Fra ik Manza-- . Sell reliable goods on easy monthly payments.
Can refer to many families with whom they have dealt.
nares, M. A. Otero and others have been
Tuning of Pianos in (irant county attended to.
putting in good work against the hill,!
AVrite them for catalogue of new slvle I'ianos. T 1Í11 11.
one-thir-

MUSICCO.

Everett
Piano.

--

i
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INDIANS AS HUNTERS.

JANUARY

80, 1895.

are burned off. The fruit is large and
SILVER'S CHAMPION.
blood red in color when
ripe and very sweet. The fruit is used
THE
in the fall to color preserves or jellies.
The fruit of all kinds is edible and ROCKY MOUNTAIN
NEWS
some very palatable. The leaves of the
KstiiMiHhed 185.
prickly pear are used for poultices for
wounds or bruises, and the root is rich
in medicinal qualities. The Mexican
TERMS OF SUBSRIPTTON.
Indians are said to be very fond of the
(IN ADVANCE.)
leaves of different varities of opuntia;
they fry them in batter like cakes. A
DAILY.
luscious beverage is afforded the thirs
?"")
ty traveler by some of the larger speci- One year, byby mull
3.75
mall
mens. The tops are cut off in such a Six months
1.00
by
mull
Threo
months
basin-like
cavity, Une mouth by mull
manner as to leave a
G5
which is soon filled with the juice of Sunday edition, (1(1 panes.) year
S.'.'R)
the plant. It is said that beautiful
Include the Sunday.
furniture, tables costing as much as Dally Editions
WEEKLY.
four hundred dollars, are made from
the
varieties, and vari- One year, by mall, In ud vaneo
S1.00
ous ornaments, napkin rings, paper
Sample copies of either edition on
knives, match 6afes, inkstands, etc.,
are made from the beautiful wood of
the candle cactus. It seems strange,
The Nkws Is the only consistent champion
says the Ladüs' Home Journal, that of silver In tho west, and should bo In every
human habitations can be made from homo In tho west, and In tho hands of every
thsese queer succulent plants, yet we miner and business mun in New Mexico.
are told that huts are built with the
Send In your subscriptions at once.
lumber of cereus giganteous. Fences,
All communications must be addressed to
impenetrable to man or beast, are made
g
News
Printing Co., Denver, Colo.
of opuntia tuna and of various
cereuses, and hedges from a
variety known as the strawberry.
pear-shape-

They Do Not Frighten the Game Oat of
Districts, as White Men Do,
It is a remark often made by

old-time- rs

who knew the western country
when the red man was as common there
as the tenderfoot is now, said a sportsman from the Rockies, that Indians
never scare away game from a region
in which they hunt. But, they say,
wherever the white man comes with his
firearms game is bound to be killed off
or driven away. These sayings are
true, with the qualifying statement
that by reasonable game laws game of
nil kinds can be preserved and even
when nearly exterminated restored to
t'lmost its original plentifulness in districts not too fully occupied by man
and his domestic creatures.
Noto the Indian in hunting as he
searches out and steals upon the deer
or wild turkeys with his soft tread of
mnccusined feet. In the twang of his
bow string and the flight cf the whistling arrow there is no explosive sound
to alarm the creatures near the one
that is struck. He, like themselves, is
in sympathetic accord with the tints
and tones of plain mountain and for- ;t, and while endeavoring to match
their craft against his they are satis-íie- d
with trying to avoid liim without
abandoning the region where he abides.
It is when white hunters of the
sportsmen variety invade its haunts,
their presence heralded by the tread of
their booted feet, their clothes alien in
appearance to the hues and contours of
the creatures of the wilds, and their
purpose shown by the crack and crash
of firearms, that game begins to migrate to other feeding grounds. Add
to this the increasing and indiscriminate slaughter for slaughter's sake that
characterizes the white man's hunting
and it is easy to see why the depopulation of the forest and plain, when unrestricted by law, is speedy and sure,
liver since the general adoption by Indians of firearms for then,1 hunting it
has not been found that large game
lias diminished materially in regions in
which the white man is an infrequent
Visitor, although Sir Samuel Itaker, the
explorer, asserts of African game and
predatory creatures that "animals can
endure traps, pitfalls, fire, and every
savage method of hunting; but firearms will speedily clear them out from
extensive districts."
USES OF THE CACTUS.
Serves as a Kescrvolr in a Thirsty Land,
Also Used Tor Medicine.

In the arid plains of lirazil and Mex
ico, where all r.ature seems parched up
for six months m the year, the cacti
servo as reservoirs of moisture, we are
told, and not only the natives, by
wounding the fleshy stems with their
long forest knives, supply themselves
with a cool and refreshing juice, but
even the cattle contrive to break
through the skin with their hoofs and
then to suck the liquid they contain,
instinct teaching them to avoid wound
ing themselves witli the spines.
Where the prickly pear cactus grows
to an immense size the branches are
fed to cattle and sheep nfti-- the thorns

large-growin-

g

rapid-growin-

A Wily I'rophet.
Young
In the days when
was directing the theoretic government
of Utah Mormon missionaries in Eng-- 1
d
land converted n
man near
Duhvich.
This man, now strong in
faith, conceived the idea that the
prophet in Salt Lake City might effect
a miraculous restoration of the leg
which he had lost in an accident. So
a month later he presented himself,
weary and travel-staine- d
but full of
cheerful hope, before the head of the
Mormon church and told his desires.
Strange as it may seem, the prophet
said ho would willingly get him a new
leg, but begged liim first to consider
the matter fully. This life, he told
him, is but a vale of tears and as nothing compared to eternity. He was
making the choice of going through
life with one leg and having two after
the resurrection, or having two legs
through life and three after. The man
found the prospect of being a human
tripod through all eternity so uncongenial that he accepted with resignation his present lot and excused the
prophet from performing the miracle.

era Pon'

one-legge-

iSSaiita's

ElettrlcBeltii

waste
Further
money
drugs,

precioustlme and
vacuum treat-wi- ll
on
never cure
ments. etc. They
probably tried
you.
You have
them and know. SI 5 .ala Nature is A If
WAYN willlng&Vj; and waiting to
man su Bering
cure you, and
from the following
aw is tncuraDie:
Seminal WeaknenN, EnilsNlonN, Partial
or Total Impotence, Krain KxliaiiNtion,
Indiscretion,
I.onh, ForgetlulneNN,
Nleeplessneaa, etc But natures own remedy must be scientifically used. It is ELKO
TRICIT Y, and the greatest possible perfection
for its application is attained in the
Manden Electric Belt. This invention has been sold and given complete satisfaction for nearly thirty years, and we refer
sufferers to hundreds of cures in every State.
Throw drugs to the dogs, and Join our army
of cures in blessing the greatest boon ever
given weak men. This belt also cures:

noffiS

well-kno-

Ir.

Rheumatism, Lame Back,
Substituto for Window (Slass.
peculiar substitute for window Lumbago,Dyspepsia,Kidney
glass, known as "tectorium," is stated
to have been for some time employed and Liver Complaints, and
in Austria, Italy, Germany, Switzer- general
land and Russia, as a covering for hotA pocket edition of Dr, Kanden'a celehouses, marqueeS, verandas, windows brated book
of factories, roofs of stores, etc. It is a
of Men,"
special, insoluble, biehromated gelatin, "Three
translucent as opal glass and incor- will be sent free, sealed, upon application.
porated in wire gauze. It possesses, Every man should read it. It ia the only full
ever
we are told, the translueency of opal and complete guide for
allured.
Free to ererybody. Nend for It.
flass, is tough and flexible, bends without breaking, does not dissolve in The
Co.,
water and is not injured by 'frost. It
is a bad conductor of heat, and becomes
No. 926 Sixteenth St., Denver, Col.
stronger, it is stated, the longer it is Also Hew York, Chicago ék London, Eng.
exposed to the air.
Largest
Concern in the World I
A

ill-heal-

th.

Classes

Sanden Electric

Electro-Medic-
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ORIGIN OF NAVAL TITLES.
Borrowed Military Terms from the Ara.
ble, the Spanish ami the rortURiicse.

In the early days the rank oí admiral
was unknown: the ehief officer of a
squadron was called a constable or justice. The term admiral as used now is
derived from the Arabic "amir" or
"
"emir," a commander (as in
commander of the sea.) The
early English form was "amiral," and
is still preserved as such by the French.
Ths Spanish and Portuguese forms are
"almirante," the Italian "amiuiraglio."
The title captain is not a naval but a
milicary one, says the Hrooklyn Citizen.
Under the older organization the real
captain of a ship was a master, but a
military officer was placed on board,
though he knew nothing about nautical afiairs. As the captain became bigger and bigger the master became
smaller and smaller until, at the present day, he fills a subordinate position,
which is gradually becoming obsolete,
being replaced by an officer under the
title of a navigating lieutenant.
Commodore comes from the Spanish
"commendador." The title lieutenant,
borrowed directly from the French, is
more modern, and is meant as a place
holder, or one who took the place of
the captain when absent.
is still more modern, and at the
same time a misnomer, as ho nev r was
a
but merely a mate, or
one who assisted. In former days we
had no cadets, but volunteers. However, with the gradual advance of politeness, the more seemly term of cadets
was borrowed from the French, and
adopted as the title of the young gentlemen in our navy.
In place of paymasters, the ships of
old had pursers, who looked after the
provisions. The naval purser did more.
He had charge of the stores of the ship
and the money chest. Surgeons mid
surgeons' mates fulfilled the ditties of
the doctors. Chaplains are of modern
introduction. Xaval instructors and
schoolmasters ruled in their stead.
.The term mate was a rather universal
one and applied to all branches.
"Amir-al-liahr,-

WELSH COTTAGES.
l'lctureique

Abollón or Wuluj' Rural Pop-

ulation.

Fresently we discovered such a cottage as Cockneys dream about but do
not find; where rusticity sits embowered amid roses and jasmine and
honeysuckle, all in their proper seasons; where orchards occupy one moiety tf the cottager's hnul. anda strange
medley of Lower and kitchen garden is
in luxuriant and prodigal possession of
the other, while towering and picturesque ruins close the upland view and
u rapid river gleams beyond and between apple trees on the lowlands.
One happy week we staid here, says a
writer in an English paper, as mellow
autumn crept on, while the countryside reeked with the sweet smell of
pomace, and eiderinaking went forward in all the fruitful orchards round
about. le fore almost every cottage
door were barrels and hogsheads, kilderkins and puncheons, filled or being
tilled with fresh cider, and each vil

JANUARY

in

30, 1895.

t,
lage church was preparing for its
thanksgiving
with gorgeous
heaps of rich red apples, golden-russe- t
pearl, lirobdingnagian kitchen garden
produce and miniature shocks of wheat.
Spinsters, youthful and middle-aed- ,
comely or plain, were everywhere busy
with the holy and gratifying duty of
helping bachelor curates decorate ecclesiastical interiors; deriving much
spiritual consolation from approving
themselves such useful handmaidens
of the church.
Meanwhile impious
farmers leaned over field gates and
peered into barns and lofts bursting
with abundance of harvest, and cursed
:i";.rtily because the kindly fruits of
!:e earth were so plentiful
and there-- i'
re so cheap. It would be a novel sort
of Providence that should satisfy a
farmer.
liar-ves-

Ills I'lrHt Oiiiiice.
The earl of llos.se is a mechanical
engineer of no mean order. One day
'ie entered the engine room of a large
factory and gazed in a careless manner
t tiie machinery. Suddenly he was
.cen to shake his head, pull out his
vatch and look first at the engine and
then at the timepiece. The engineer's
attention being attracted by the odd
behavior of the stranger, he growled
out:
"Well, what's up now? What have
you got to find fault with?"
"Oh," replied Lord Rosse, "I've got
no fault to find. I'm just waiting till
the boiler explodes."
"Your crazy," retorted the engineer,
preparing to turn the peer out as a
dangerous crank.
"Very well," said the earl. "If you
work ten minutes longer with that
loose screw there will be a commotion

here."

THE EAGLE
For

1895.
"We want Tiik Eagle to be read
during the coming year by every
family in Grant county. It will
continue to be the best, neatest and
newsiest local paper published in
New Mexico.
It will advocate
democratic principles and oppose
all rings, cliques and combinations
of whatever character.

Sthc

Oracle

will keep an eye open to all the
interests of the taxpayers of the
county, every one of whom will
the direction find it to his interest to take Tiik

The engineer, gazing in
indicated, turned pale and jumped to
Eaolk.
stop the engine.
In order to enable every person
"Why didn't you say so before?" he
demanded.
in Grant county to judge of the
"Why should I?" replied the earl,
smiling. "I have never yet had the character of the paper, we will send
opportunity of seeing a' boiler explode!"
A HBhernmn'8 Queer Catch.

She (faglc

"The most peculiar experience I ever
had fishing," said Col. Walton, accord- from now until April 1, 1895, for
ing to the liuffalo Express, "was in the 25 cents. Send in your subscripSt. Lawrence river. I had abite which
tion and that of your neighbor.
I thought must be a largs muskalonge.
tish
with
the
play
an
half
hour's
After
there was a hard jerk, and then he
Address
same in easily. When landed it proved
ffhc (tragic,
to be a pickerel measuring thirty inches
in length. For twenty inches lie was
Silver City, X. M.
scraped to the bone, the skin and scales
being entirely removed. The hook had
caught him under the forward fin, and
he had evidently not bitten it. The
fish was dead when he was landed in t he
bout. In that way I knew that the
bait had been taken by a larger fish of
some kind that had partly swallowed
the pickerel, and in his greed had taken
my bait, too. He had succeeded in
escaping, but the hook caught in the
pickerel, and robbed the big fish of his
meal. I have rtever had a like experience at any other time, and I have
been an enthusiastic fisherman for
thirty years."
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RIVER IN THE OCEAN.
Suon

Is

In

Fact the Bene floe nt

Gulf Stream.
Dtapenser or Heat and Moisture
to Which the British Islands and West-er- n
Europe Generally Owe So Much
A Trade Wind Current,

A Great

That greatest and most wonderful of
all the great bodies of water on the
earth the gfilf stream has been the
subject of more extensive and exhaustive study and researeli by our government than that of any other country.
For years the coast survey steamer
1 Slake
lias from time to time anchored
in the various portions of the gulf
stream and the results of her researches cannot help being of great interest to the vast majority of thinking
people, and of inestimable benefit to
till persons interested in navigation,
whether in the transatlantic trade or the
coastwise trade.
The great river of the Atlantic,
known as the gulf stream, from the
gulf of Mexico to the Azores, is three
thousand miles in length and its greatest breadth is one hundred and twenty.
At first, says the Providence. Journal,
its speed is four miles an hour, but this
gradually declines as it becomes more
diffuse. In the straits of Florida its
temperature is eighty-thre- e
degrees, or
üine degrees above the surrounding
water, and olí Newfoundland, in winter, it is twenty-fiv- e
or thirty degrees
warmer than the surrounding seas,
thus causing the dense fog of those regions. It is a great dispenser of heat
una moisture m its course. To its influence are owing the verdure of the
Kiitish Islands and the mildness of the
climate of western Europe, compared
with countries elsewhere of
g
latitude. It is of a deep indigo blue so long as its current is deep
and narrow, said to be caused by its
holding in suspension the finest particles of the river-sil- t
brought down by
the Mississippi. The line of demarcation between the gulf stream and the
adjacent waters is so marked that
a vessel may be seen floating one-hain the gulf stream and the
other half in the common waters of the
f eas. and two
buckets let down, one at
the bow an.l the other at the stern,
will draw up water different in temperature by no less than thirty degrees.
The late Lieut. O. M. ISaehe discovered
a band of water so much colder than
the rest that he called it the "cold
wall." the cold water appearing to confine the hot water as if by a wall on
the inshore, side. Its distance from
Sandy Hook is from two hundred and
flirty to two hundred and eighty miles;
it ; distance from Capo May is between
one hiridred and thirty-tw- o
and one
hundred and seven
miles.
Inaid of the "old wall" there is a
warm band, and then the cold water of
1'ie shore. The axis of the stream
t:i!:es in general the curve of the coast
b.dow rather than above the water, lc-bturned to the eastward by the
shoals off the southern c ast-oNew
i:;i;;l.ind. The war::i water of the ,"i;ir
corre-s-y.ndm-

lf

rr
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stream rests on a cold current flowing
toward Cape Florida, the coldest water
Keeping near the Atlantic coast, below
tne snriace n not at it. By observations at several points along the coast
in four hundred fathoms, between
Sandy Hook and Cape Florida, the
surface temnerature exceeding sn 1.
grecs, the thermometer indicated 4G)i
to a degrees; ott Ilatteras, in 1,000
fathoms, 40 degrees. The warm water
of the gulf stream is of very different
depths at different points of its course,
and in different parts of any one of the
sections across it.
The cause of the gulf stream and of
most ocean currents is directly or indirectly due to the wind. Every wind
produces a slight movement of the
water over which it blows by its friction on the particles of the surface
water. As the upper particles acquire
a movement, the same motion is trans-milte- d
to the lower particles, thus
forming a current.
With the trades
predominating as they do from the
eastward, and persistently blowing
over the same area, the current set up
extends to seventy or eighty fathoms
deep, which maintains its average velocity in spite of the daily variations in
its producing cause. Any current,
upon meeting an obstruction, must es
cape in some direction.
The current
from the southeast trades reaches the
South American coast in the vicinity of
Cape St. Regen, and it thereupon divides into branches, one flowing to the
southward, along the coast of lirazil,
and the other toward the West Indies.
The current from the northeast trades,
llowinc in the creneral direction of t.lin
i
wind, meets the obstruction of the
coast of South America and of the
Windward islands, while the remainder pusses along the western side of the
West Indian islands toward the coast of
the United States. The current entering the Caribbean sea is driven to the
westward until it meets the obstruction of the coast of Honduras.
A Dlfllcult Sum.

Kate Sanborn tells, in "Abandoning
an Adopted Farm," a story of a big boy
in a country school, who was clever
enough in some studies, but hopelessly
deficient in mathematics. The teacher,
a man who had little mercy for a stupid
pupil, one day lost patience with him
entirely. The boy had failed to do a
simple sum in subtraction, and the
teacher rubbed out the figures on hk
slate, put down six ciphers and six
more under them. He drew a line,
handed the slate back to the dullard,
and said, gravely: "There! see if you
can subtract that." The poor bey
gazed stolidly at the new sum. It
looked queer and hard. He tackled it
aloud, making hideous grimaces as he
progressed. "Nawthin from nawthin
leaves nawthin. Nawthin from ntfir-tii- n
leaves nawthin. Nawthin from
leaves nawthin. Nawthin
nawthin
from nawthin leaves nawthin. Nawt
from nawthin leaves nawthin." There
he paused, confused, but rallying all
his brain power, he éxclaimcd: "If I'm
ever goin' to carry, I've got to carry
now! Nawthin from nawthin leaves
one!"

yuiNINE'S

HISTORY.

Supplanted the
How Its
I'ructlce of lilcoillnn.
Use

Old-Tim- e

An important epoch in the career of
a distinguished French
physician, who died in Paris lately at
years, illusthe age of ninety-nin- e
trated the great timidity of medical
science in taking up a new method of
treatment or abandoning an old one.
Dr. Maillot is known to the medical
world as the practical introducer into
French practice of the use of quinine
in the treatment of malarial and other
fevers.
In 1832, when the French were conducting a campaign of conquest
in Algeria, the mortality among
the troops and colonists there was
frightful, says Pearson's Weekly.
France was being continually called
upon for fresh levies of men and youths
to supply this terrible loss, chiefly
through fever incidental to the climate and the life the French in Algeria were leading. At that time the
practice of bleeding still prevailed.
"ISleed them until they arc white," was
the injunction which ISroussals, the
medical master of the French, gave to
his followers when the condition of the
soldier was reported to him. At ISone,
in one year, out of an effective force of
fifty-fiv- e
hundred men, eleven hundred
died of illness in the hospital.
At that time the effects of sulphate
of quinine were known, but few physicians ventured to employ it. Maillot
liad interested himself in the new
remedy, and, going to ISone in the
medical service of the government, he
resolved to see if it would not reduce
the frightful mortality, which was one
to every three and a half men who entered the hospital. At first he employed the quinine merely as an adjunct to the bleeding. He soon found
that bleeding was killing the men and
that quinine was saving them. Little
by little 'he left off bleeding, to the
great scandal of thy medical profession. Exactly in proportion as the
bleeding ceased the deaths in the hospital decreased. In two years ..tha
deaths fell off from one in three and a
half of all who entered the hospital to
and finally to one in
one in twenty-six- ,
Dr. Maillot,

i

forty-six-

.

Maillot quite naturally enough grew
to be the opponent of bleeding, but be
was so ceaselessly villilled by members
of the medical profession that he became embittered toward bis colleagues.
Nearly thirty years passed before Maillot saw the complete triumph of his
ideas. Doctors continued to bleed their
patients heartily for all manner of ills.
Hut in J 800 Maillot was made commander of the Legion of Honor and
chief of the medical staff of the French
army, and his influence, with others,
in bringing about a virtual revolution
in the practice of medicine was fully
recognized.
PEARLS

ARE

MANUFACTURED.

And Oyatcrs for tlio Purpose Aro
Cultivated In Ch.iivsu Wuterg.

ICxton-Blvcl-

The cultivation

y

of the pearl oyster

ha:i for years been carried on with
great success in the bay o Ago, iu
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Japan, under direction and restriction
of governmental supervision. The process of nature is, however, too slow for
modern requirements. A Frenchman
has been boring holes in the shells of
pearl oysters and introducing therein
small glass beads and stopping up the
holes with cork. In six months he lr.ui
pure surface pearls with a glass foundation. The nacre of the pearl mollusks
varies in color, according to its location, and almost any color of pearl, as
white, black, pink, or gray, can readily be produced by lodging the nucleus
on the appropriate part of the
body. The Chinese are wonderfully expert in the manufacture of
pearls. They introduce small balls of
earth inside the pearl mussel by very
delicately opening the shell and placing the nuclei under the mouth of the
animal and allowing the shell to close.
This initial process occurs in May or
June; the mus;;els are then deposited
in canals or pools and in November the
mollusks are opened, the pearls re
moved, holes bored therein, the nuclei
extracted, the hollow pearl filled with
melted resin and the orifice skillfully
filled with mother of pearl. These
Chinese pearls are Hat on the bottom
and are nearly hemispherical in shape.
Fearls can be made of almost any de
sired shade or color by chemical means,
The black pearl, for instance, is indeli'
bly colored in a bath of nitrate of
silver.
Pearls being partly of animal sub
stance are subject to deterioration and
decay, and none of the famous pearls
y
of
can be traced back many
generations.
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CHINA.

Mode of Execution of Convicts Described
by an American Writer.
The execution of the two Japanese

spies whom America delivered up to
the Chinese and the decapitation of a
's
captain accused of cowardice in the sea fight off Ting-Yanwere recent notable instances of the
use of the headsman's sword in China.
There have been other beheadings, for
offenses growing out of the war and
for the ordinary criminal offenses, and
these have lent a new interest to the
subject, even to foreigners resident in
China, who frequently read of such
punishment, but seldom witness them
or hear them described. I have been
so fortunate as to fall in with a distinguished European who witnessed the
legal slaughter of a number of criminals in Peking. The account he has
given me of what he saw is so unlike
the popular methods of justice that I
have written down the substance of it
for publication in Harper's Weekly.
"The official on duty on the morning
of which 1 speak having reached the
mat shed clad in all the glory of a man
darin's dress button, necklace, breast
cloth and all ordered the men brought
before him one by one. The law says
that in such cases the condemned men
shall admit their guilt and ask that
punishment be no longer deferred.
Like most all good laws and almost all
good logic in China, this regulation is
turned into mere ceremony and pretense. The prisoners neither say nor
do anything, but a man who stands be
hind each one pushes him over, bumps
his head on the ground, and says 'Yow.'
This word, or one with that sound,
ONLY A DIME.
means, 'I want,' and the presiding
One Calculator's Mistuko of Ten Cento
mandarin understands it to have been
Created a Peck al Trouble.
uttered by the prisoner and to mean
Once in a great while one of the
I want to be punished.' While the
thirty odd banlc clerks who are daily official ticks off the man's name upon
delegated to render into the Provi- the list before hiin the man is pressed
dence clearing house the accounts of down upon the ground and a red cross
their respective banks makes an error is painted on his neck. This is done
in his "figgers." Usually the session is in order
that the right head may be
over in twenty minutes, but one day fitted upon the right body afterward,
recently it required an extra hour for if proof of the man's death is required
mistake in
the finding of a
for official entry.
100, says the Providence Journal.
"The prisoner thus painted is pulled
As there is a money fine, which gathto the execution groun 1. wharu
away
iners double compi iind comminuted
is heating his sw r 1 n a
headsman
the
terest, so to speak, as the minutes are
The
of hot water.
great
caldron
piled up by the clock, each young genknives
like
more
are
swords
rather
tleman of the thirty odd is on pins and
swords.
Each is a yard i:i leirrUi,
needles until the fellow who is to than
an inch thick at the edge, an 1 an
half
is
discovered.
blame
inch and a half or two inches thick at
At noon the clearing house telethe back. If you should weld together
phone, which is that of the Roger
ten of our heaviest axes, one
to
ring, and nine or
Williams bank, began
beyond
laid
the other you woul I m ilw
from that time until the session was something like one of these knives.
concluded bank after bank called up
The victim is laid on his belly anl face,
to know if its emissary had gone to
aa 1 his legs are tied t:gath !i A 1 mg
Canada and had left everything but a pi
.'ee of whipcord is lo:pi.l under the
balance against the bank. Officials itrin's jaw and tied into his pigtail. S i
ami clerks, who go to dinner in rota- nr.vjh of its free end is left that two
tion, stood with watches in hand and
::nn go off with it to a dist'.mes an l
saw their ears go by and felt an inpull on it with all their might, while
creasing and aching void at the "belt."
the thir l one sits on the condemned
About 12:45 o'clock the $1,1.V,100 had
nnn's neek. The executioner seizes a
lucent
and
the
been squared up to a
and stands over the victim, whose
kr.ife
cent fellow who had shaken the bankneek is seen to pull out and out and
ing community to the pit of its stom
out. The knife falls, thehead is severed,
ach was laden with a crop of fines as an 1 frequently the men who are pull-i'r- ;
thick as ilies at the bunghole of a mo- the whipcord fall backward and
hisses barrel.
mol-lusk- 's

to-da-

SI.-."!- !,

man-of-war-
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roll half over, like tumblers in a circus.
The executioner picks up the head and
holds it carelessly and calmly, and
makes a mark upon the tally list in
front of him. I was less stolid than he,
especially when, happening to glance
at one of the heads, I saw it open its
mouth just us it was held up to the
mandarin's view. It was then placed
beside the body, and the next felon
was brought out and treated the same
way.
"Two or three prisoners were to be
strangled on this occasion, and though
I went away twice from sheer inability
to witness their execution I was urged
back by a friend who accompanied me,
and thus I saw enough to be able to
describe that mode of punishment also.
The executioner tied a short bit of
whipcord around each man's throat,
and then put a stick of wood in the
slack of the cord until it was evident
that it could not be made tighter.
For some reason ho immediately loosened the cord (in each ease.otherssaid),
and tightened it again and fastened
it. The victims made no sound, but a
quiver passed over their bodies, and
their fingers were seen to curl in as if
their fists were being clinched. That
was all. The mandarin sent a clerk to
check off the names of these victims,
and thus the law was vindicated, or
avenged."

'

BOTH "AT HOME."
Quaintly Answers a
Society Invitation.
A story has been current among the

A Scotch Professor

students at Aberdeen which showed
that, up toa comparatively recent date,
ancient prejudices were retained by
the old Scotch professors. It related,
to the late Principal
says
Pirie, who had a weakness for the refinements of life.
Just after "at home" cards became
fashionable one of the dryest specimens of the old professional regime
was surprised to receive a missive
which read as follows:
"Principal and Mrs. Pirie present
, and
their compliments to Prof. T
hope he is well. Principal and Mrs.
Pirie will be 'at home' on Thursday
evening at eight o'clock."
This was something which evidently
required an answer, but the recipient
of it was quite equal to the occasion.
He wrote:
returns the compliments
"Prof. T
of Principal and Mrs. Pirie, and informs
them that he is very well. Prof. T
is glad to hear that Principal and Mrs.
Pirie will be at home on Thursday
evening at eight o'clock. Prof. T
will also be at home."
Tit-Hit- s,

They Had the Ammunition.

Detroit man, the other day, received a sudden invitation from a Kentucky friend, says the Free Press, to
come down and join a hunting party
about to start for the mountains. The
Detroit man wanted to go, but he did
not know what kind of game was to he
the object, so lie sent this telegram for
instructions: "All right. What shall 1
bring?'' A few hours later he received
this reply: "Corkscrews; we have the
rest."
A
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